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To all whom it may concern:

or other insulating material.» The Wire
itself may be provided with an insulating
HILL, a citizen of the United States, resid— coating of enamel, silk, cotton or other suit
ing. at New Haven, in the county of New able material, or its adjacent turns‘ may be.

Be it known that I, Grmnnns R. UNDER

i Haven and State of Connecticut, have in— spaced so as to be insulated from each other 63
vented a new and useful Improvement in by the air or by some compound applied

as U1

Electrical Coils and Methods of Making the either during winding or after the coil is
Same; and I do hereby declare the follow ?nished. Ordinarily the wire will he
ing, when takenin connection with the ac enameled in accordance with the prevailing
companying drawings and the characters of practice which is too Well understood to‘
reference marked thereon, to be a full, clear, need description. Instead of employinga
and exact description of the same, and sheet of paper corresponding in width to
which said drawings constitute part of this the length of the ?nished coil, in case the
application, and represent, in——.
coils are made singly, or coriesponding in
Figure l a view in elevation of one width to the length of a plurality of coils,

form which an electrical coil constructed in in case the coils are produced simultane
accordance with my invention may assume. ously in multiple, I employ, as already in
Fig. 2 a broken view on an enlarged scale dicated, thin, narrow strips of paper, silk

70

in central longitudinal section showing one or other, equivalent material. To dist-in
guish these strips from the sheets of paper- 75
heretofore used for the layer-insulation in‘
this view being schematical for the reason making these coils, I shall designate them as
that it is not practical to accurately show tapes not only as indicative of their rela
the thickness of the tapes as compared with tively narrow width, but also as suggestive
their width. Fig. 3 a broken, sectional view of the fact- that they are applied in spiral 80
showing the doubling of the tapes in the turnsrand so incorporated with the Wire
building up of solid laminated closures at turns in multiple, whereas paper sheets rest,
the ends of the coils.
‘
in being applied, upon the full Width of a
My invention relates to an improvement layer of wire and cannot for that reason
way in which a coil constructed in accord
ance with my invention may be built- up,

in that class of electrical. coils which con

become so incorporated with the turns of 85

sist of alternate layers of wire and paper wire as can spirally wound thin tapes of
or other insulating material, the object be
ing to produce, at a low cost for manufac
From the foregoing it‘ will appear that
ture, an electrical coil of superior mechan my improved coil is distin uished from the
’ ical and electrical durability, in which the coils of the prior art in t at the layer—in 90
layers of wire and insulating material, are sulation is introduced in the form of spirally,
more compactly organized than in the elec wound tapes preferably not Wider than
trical coils. of the prior art, and in which from an eighth to three-sixteenths of an
the insulating material may be solidly built inch when paper one-thousandth of an inch
up at the ends of the coil so as to give ?nish in thickness is used, I do not limit myself 95
and structural solidity thereto, as well as to tapesot any special width or thickness,
to protect the end turns of the wire.
but they must be narrow enough to be ap
With these ends in view, my invention plied spirally, whether their edges are over
consists in an electrical coil having certain lapped or not; The employment of such
45
paper.

details of construction and combinations of
parts and method of production as will be
hereinafter described and pointed out in the
claims.
As i
1 shown, my improved. electrical

coil cor

ts of a hollow paper core 2,

whether i ' tubular, rectangular or other

7

'

tapes enables me to build up, if desired, at 106

the respective ends of each coil, solid lami
nated end-closures consisting of the tapes .

wound turn upon turn. Ordinarily the
tapes will be applied so that there will be

more layers of tapes in the said end-closures "6?‘
than between the layers of wire, for the

"Ase-ll, on which is built up, either gnu-pose of giving particular solidity, dura»
or by the use of automatic or semi l?lity and ?nish to the ends of the coin~

automat- machinery, alternating layers of pleted coils as distinguished from ordinar

Wire ano. thin, narrow tapes of paper, silk coils made with sheets of paper

which 7-15

v

_
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the edges of the paper project» beyond the diameter of the wire. This will continue
outer turns of wire and are to an extent until the periphery of the rudimentary left
hand end-closure reaches the level of the top
to make coil-ends without structural solidity of the third layer of wire which has not yet

‘ held apart from each other thereby so as
Ca even when reinforced with stiffening come
positions of one sort or another. 7

In producing the particular coil chosen
for the illustration of my invention, I start
winding a thin, narrow tape 3 and a'wire it
upon the left hand of the paper core 2. The

been-wound on. The tape is now severed
and fastened, and no more is fed until the

second layer of wire has been completed.
Then just as the traverse of the wire

re

versed and it begins to travel from left to

right for winding on the third layer of wire,
tape is started winding in advance of the the tape is inserted over the turns of wire

75

wire and is wound spirally so as to overlap forming the left hand end of the second

about half, of its width, while the wire is layer, beneath the wire just beginning the
left hand end of the third layer of wire and
'15 eral contact, or approximately in lateral below the level of the periphery of the ru—
contact. The tape, though narrow, being dimentary left hand closure 6. The tape is
relatively wide, as compared with the di now wound on spirally from left to right
ameter of the wire, the layer of paper will in advance of the wire, and the above alter
“make” faster than the layer of wire, and nations in the winding of paper and wire
20 therefore reach the right hand end of the are continued until the coil is built up to the
- core 2 some time before thewire reaches required size, or until it contains the re 85
the limit of its right hand- traverse. The quired number of turns of wire and tapes.
wire and tapes are wound at different Instead of severing the tape as suggested,
pitches. After the tape reaches the limit of the winding of wire and tape may be so
25 its right hand traverse, its pitch of winding timed that the last layer of paper will not
is reduced to zero, so that it begins to wind, be wound upon either closure until just as 90
turn upon turn, and therefore to build up the wire is starting to reverse, in which case
the solid, laminated right hand end-closure the tape will not be severed but will. be
5 of the coil in a series of vertical, or as may dropped in level and caught under the wire
30 be said, concentric laminations or layers. as the same is reversing. But this is a. de- The number of layers of tape built up in tail of manufacture, and the product is sub~
this way at this timewill vary with the stantially the same whether the paper is
thickness of the tape itself, and the diame from time to time severed and fastened or
ter of the wire, but in any event, sufficient fed continuously.
layers of tape will be applied at this time to
When the coil is ?nished, if constructed
raise the height of the right hand end-clo as shown and described, it will consist of 100
sure 5 of the coil to the level of the top of layers of Wire solidly embedded between
the second layer of wire not yet wound on. layers of paper composed of spirally wound
The tape is now severed and the‘feeding of thin paper tape, the end turns of the layers ‘ 40 paper into the coil momentarily interrupted, of wire and the end turns of the layers of
the free end of tape in the closure being tapebeing interposed between solid lami 105
fastened thereto by a modicum of some ad nated end-closures built up of layers of the
wound so that its turns will be in actual lat

hesive or in some suitable fashion.
45

‘When ' same tape wound turn upon turn, there be

the wire reaches the limit of its right hand. ing a greater number of layers of tape in the
traverse, and thus completes the first layer closures, in the aggregate, than there are
of wire, the traverse of the Wire is reversed, layers of tape, in the aggregate, between the

and the second layer of wire is begun, being

110

layers of wire. '

wound from right to left. Just before the
50

As shown in Fig. 2,-the tapes entering into
second layer of wire is begun, the. tape is the formation of the end'closures are con»
fed in beneath the wire. now being reversed tinuations of the tapes ‘forming the ‘layers
and over the turns of wire'forming the right ‘of paper between the layers of wire, but this
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hand end of the ?rst layer of wire and at a is not essential and the end-closures might be
lower level ‘than the periphery of the rudi wound on as shown in Fig. 3, before or
, mentary right hand end-closure. The tape after the application of the alternate layers
55 now travels in spirals from right to left of wire and paper insulation.
faster than the wire travels in the same di
What I particularly wish to emphasize is, .
reotion and soon reaches the left hand end of that the paper being introduced in the form

the coil where its winding pitch, so to speak, of spirally wound tapes, conforms itself to
is reduced to zero so as to wind, turn upon
60

turn, and thus begin the formation of a solid
laminated end-closure 6 for the left hand of
the coil. The number of turns of tape ap-'
plied at this time to the closure 6 will de

groups, as it were, of turns of wire, with the
result of producing a more solid and‘ more

compactly organized structure than can be

‘produced by winding on sheets of paper the
turns of which, being of the full width

pend upon the thickness of the tape and the the layers of wire, are supported from end to

'
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'3.

end thereby. A sheet of paper so applied thickness between the layers of wire 10.
and so supported is relatively in?exible as The tapes 7 are not in this‘modiiied con
compared with a thin tape and cannot be struction continued to form end~closures
come incorporated as can tape into the struc as in the construction shown by Fig. 2, but
ture of the coil. hioreover tension applied the end-closures 8 and 9 are wound upon
to a sheet of paper being wound on an axis

the core 2 either before or after the appli

at a right angle to its axis, is far less eii'ec—
tiye than tension applied to a tape being
wound spirally, at an acute angle to its axis.
In ?nishing the coil, the laminated end

cation of the wire and layer-insulation
thereto. As shown, the end-closures 8 and
9 are built up by winding tapes, turn upon

65
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turn, so as to form solid laminated end
closures are preferably treated with a suit closures; but in order that these closures '~'
able compound, such as “ bakelite,” whereby may be built up faster, and in order that
they are given the solidity of wood or mold the length of the coil may be reduced, the

ed ?ber heads. Ordinarily the surface of tapes are doubled preparatory to being
the entire coil will be treated to the same wound on to form the closures. However,
mixture at the same time. The end-clo the winding of the tapes edge to edge as in

20

sures, when so treated, not only give the
completed coil a ?nished and workmanlike
appearance, but greatly increase its electri
cal and mechanical durability. In other

S0

Fig. 3, may be practised whether or not the
tapes are wound ?at as shown in Fig. 2 for

the production of the end~closures 5 and 6,
or doubled as shown in Fig. 3 for the pro

words, the laminated ?ange-like closures duction of the end-closures 8 and 9.

85

built up at the ends of the coil, give the
1. An electrical coil composed of alter
coil the character and stability that it would
have if the windingslof wire and paper nating ‘layers of wire,“ and layers of spi
25

rally wound tape of insulatin material, the
having integral flanges at its ends, since the wire and tape being woun at, different

were appliedto a bobbin of ?ber or wood

layers of tape in the closures are continua

pitches.

2. An electrical coil composed of alter
‘Lions of the layers of tape between the lay
‘ers of wire, whereby the end-closures and nating layers of wire and layers-of spirally
layers of paper are all tied together, so to wound, thin, narrow tape of insulating ma
speak. ‘Furthermore, the end turns of wire terial, the wire and tape being wound a
'
in the respective layers of wire are inter different pitches.
3. An electrical coil ‘composed of alter
locked with the end turns of tape in the lay
ers of paper and with certain turns of tape nating layers of wire, and layers of spirally
35

90

‘

wound tape of insulating material, the edges
of ‘the tape being overlapped and the wire
the paper holds the wire, thereby binding and tape wound at different pitches.
the layers of wire, the layers of paper and ' 4. An electrical coil composed of alter
the end-closures all together. Iwish to point nating layers of wire, and layers of spirally

in the closures, so that the tension on the
wire holds the paper, while the tension on

95

10G

out, also?that in my improved coil, the layers wound tape of insulating material, the wire
of wire, are located in separate horizontal and tape being wound at different pitches,
compartments completely closed at their’ and having end-closures composed of tape
ends by solid closures.
45

This is of great wound turn upon turn.

5. An electrical coil composed of alter
practical advantage as it reinforces the in
sulation at the ends of the layers of wire nating layers of wire and layers of spirally
where the electrical stress is the greatest.
wound tape of insulating material, and hav

110

I would have it understood that I do not ing end-closures formed by continuations of
. limit myself to making the coils as shown the tape wound turn upon turn.

and described, as they may be varied in de—

6. An electrical coil composed of alter

tail according to the character of use. How~ nating layers oi’. wire, and layers of spirally
ever, the coil. shown and described will be wound tape of insulating material, and hav
suilicient .i'or the illustration of my inven ing laminated closures» built up of exten
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sions of the tape, the turns of wire at the
ends of the layers of wire and the turns of
tape at the ends of the layers of insulating
rally wound tapes, whether or not the coil is material and the laminated closures being
also furnished with laminated end-closures interlocked.
7. A method of producing an electrical
tied into the layers of wire and paper, or
made separately therefrom or dispensed coil consisting in building it upfrom alter

120

tion ot an electrical coil composed'of alter,
nale layers of wire and insulating mate
rial, thev latter applied in the form of spi

50

with altogether.

nate layers of wire and spirally wound thin,

In the modi?ed construction shown by narrow tapes of insulating material, the
Fig. 3 of the drawings, the tapes 7 are not wire and tapes being wound at different‘

overlapped but spirally wound edge to edge
so as to form layer~insulation of uniform

itches.

.

8. A method of making an electrical coil,

consisting in Winding, one upon the other, ' In testimony whereo?l have signed this
alternate layers of Wire‘ and thin narrow speci?cation in the presence of two s'ubserib‘

tapes of insulating material, the Wire and iiig Witnesses.
‘tapes being WOlll‘ld at- diii'erent pitches, and
CHARLES R. UN DER-HILL.
in winding the tapes concentrically at the
‘Witnesses:
ends of the sziid layers to form solid end
GEORGE D. SEYMOUR,
closures.

CLARA L. ‘NEED.

Gepies of this pe’zem may be detained far ?ve een’cs each, by addressing the “ Commissioner of li‘atents.

Washingimn, D. G.”

